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ABSTRACT: 
ourism at present is the biggest business on the planet. 
Tourism is the brief, transient development of Tindividuals to goal outside the spots where they 

ordinarily live and work and their exercises amid the stay at 
every goal. Tourism outlines huge and ceaseless stream of 
individuals to increasingly all around the world. As of late 
tourism has experienced a few noteworthy movements. 
Presently tourism is a composed industry in which it entered in 
the multinationals, by method for transport which cart 
individuals in mass to far-away places has expanded quickly. 
The Mughal gardens assume a vital part in pulling in the 
sightseers from both local and in addition remote. 

The whimsical Mughal cultivates profoundly rich, 
flawless and classy are scattered all over Kashmir valley. 
Despite everything they hold effortlessness, superbness and 
imaginative magnificence. History specialists, swashbucklers, 

naturalists and writers paid persuasive 
tributes to the characteristic and 
picturesque magnificence and the 
embellishing craftsmanship example of 
the eminent elegance and flawlessness of 
the Mughal gardens. The Mughal 
sovereigns were exceptionally enamored 
with patio nurseries and the valley of 
Kashmir in its bounty of super common 
excellence, its diverse greenery and its 
delightful vernal blossom development 
managed the characteristic ground for 
the blooming of various greenhouses and 
the encased landmarks to shed sparkle to 
the whole set up. Ideal from the addition 
many gardens out by the heads, the 
governors and other essential officers. 
Among these greenery enclosures not 
very many patio nurseries are still exists, 
which pulls in the voyagers from 
everywhere throughout the world and 
creates the tourism economy of the valley. 
In this paper the endeavor has been made 
to assess the significance of Mughal 
Gardens for advancing the magnificence 
and tourism economy of Kashmir.

Mughal gardens, economy, 
generates, tourism.

The annexation of the Kashmir 
valley dated back to Akbar's triumph in 
1586, when the resistance offered by the 
Chak sultanate to the forceful constrain of 
the Mughals. Overcome however the 
Chaks were they did not have the qualities 
fundamental for making of fruitful rulers 
and organization. The 31 years run of 
Chaks were presently fast close from the 
valley. Mughal endeavors to overcome 
the Kashmir valley ahead of schedule 
from the Babar with Humayun and Mirza 
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Haidar Dughlat, and are fruitful with Akbar. Akbar begins mediation with the inner issues of the valley amid 
the control of Ali Shah Chak. He helped Yousuf Shah Chak against Gauhar Shah Chak, yet later Akbar 
detained Yousuf Shah Chak, lastly beginning Yousuf's child, Yaqub and attached Kashmir for a long time. This 
political change, issue unnerve the Kashmiri individuals as it included the autonomy and compel upon them 
another political and social request. Be that as it may, the change gradually ended up being blended gift as it 
introduced a period more extensive political and social relations, peace and serenity, social and partisan 
agreement, advancement of industry and exchange opening up of new exchange courses or more all the 
augmentation of the illuminated and more intentional. The Mughals were for the most part caring for the 
welfare of the valley and its kin. The visits of rulers to the valley animated its exchange and empowered its 
enterprises. It gives the idea that copper mines were worked amid Jahangir's chance in Kashmir, and the 
sovereign made a give of these mines to a private individual to be worked. Jahangir is maybe, the pioneer in 
the opening up, figuratively speaking, the visitor exchange of the valley. 

Akbar did not make a trip up to investigate his new victory for a long time, yet the he was enchanted 
with the place. 'The nation is captivating', composed Abul-Fazl, his nation history specialist, 'and may be 
fittingly called a garden of interminable spring… its streams are sweet to taste, its waterfalls music to ear, 
and its atmosphere is stimulating. The blooms are captivating and fill the heart with pleasure. Violets, the 
red rose and wild narcissus cover the fields… .' This was the begin of a relationships between the Mughal 
sovereigns and the Kashmir valley that kept going through the rules of Akbar, his child, Jahangir, and his 
grandson Shah Jahan and like every single great relationship it profited both sides and drew out the best in 
each. 

Obviously, at last, the Mughal sovereigns created superb gardens in the unfriendly Indian scene, 
however it was troublesome continually conflicting with nature, using wells and water-wheels worked by 
groups of wild oxen to deliver each drop of dampness on the greenery enclosures depended. What a 
difference was Kashmir, so rich and excellent that it barely required a man's hand to change it into a delight 
plant. No big surprise they named the valley a natural heaven'. That is precisely what it probably appeared 
to be, particularly contrasted with what has been depicted as 'the natural damnation of the Punjab in 
summer'. 

The early Mughal plants in India took after nearly on their Persian birthplaces, the level scene 
directing and right around two dimensional shape. In the interim, as provisions of water enhanced, the 
examples of water courses turned out to be progressively mind boggling. In Kashmir, conditions were 
altogether different. It is isolated from the west by high peripheral scopes of Himalayas. To north and south 
are the solid outline lines of watersheds. Kashmir is shielded from the seriousness of storm by the Pir Panjal 
run, hence its atmosphere is perfect in early summer and harvest time, while in winter the climate is 
elevated and August onerous. 

The force of Mughals was spread over the rules of the six sovereigns from Babur to Aurangzeb. Amid 
this time the progressive sovereigns, their spouses and their aristocrats made endless gardens in northern 
India, Afghanistan and Kashmir. Babur, whose life was a long history of battle, thrashings, ousts lastly hard-
won triumph, could till delay on his walk and request plantains from the Punjab to planted in one of his 
greenhouses in far off Kabul. Akbar, his child and his grandson, the best of the each of the, an astute and 
tolerant statesmen and a splendid general, could save time to set out estates with his own particular hand. 

Jahangir was much more committed to his greenhouses and seriously inspired by organic science, 
watching the blooms he saw upon his walks with fastidious care. His visit to Kashmir in 1620 he composed 
'sweet noticing plants of narcissus,violet, and bizarre blossoms that develops in this nation, came to see. 
Among these blooms, I saw remarkable one. It had five or six orange blossoms sprouting with their heads 
descending. From the center of blossoms these turned out some green leaves, as on account of the 
pineapple.' A delightful depiction of Jahangir about the valley of Kashmir. It was Jahangir's custom when he 
flew out dependably to be joined by a craftsman, so that in the event that anything especially wonderful or 
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uncommonly odd crossed his way it could be recorded promptly. Ustad Mansur was Jahangir's most loved 
painter and in Kashmir he was kept occupied: 'Jahangir requested Ustad Mansur to draw Kashmir's 
resemblances, Jahangir composes over and over; or, 'the blooms that are found in the domains of Kashmir 
valley are past all count. Jahangir ventured out miles to see magnificence spots that were prescribed to him, 
and however he was generally charmed. Truth be told Jahangir's Kashmir dairy is just about a manual in 
itself, the main trouble is that a portion of the spots that Jahangir portrayed are hard to distinguish. Which is 
the upland knoll, for example, that he called 'the place most worth finding in Kashmir', and which is the pool 
that enlivened him to form the title ballad: so clear the water that a visually impaired man could check the 
grains of sand at the base at midnight. 

Nur Jahan took to Kashmir just as energetically as her significant other did, and amid the sixteen 
years of their marriage, the imperial couple spent long summers arranging a wide range of delight grounds 
and structures in the valley. Fiery and innovative, Nur Jahan appears to be probably going to have been the 
brains behind a large portion of these undertakings. One of these was her own exceptional garden called 
Darogha or Jarogha Bagh on the banks of Lake Mansabal, close Safepur. The Mughals planted Chinar trees in 
their patio nurseries and to enhance puts everywhere throughout the Kashmir valley, and today the 
survivors of their trees fill a most helpful need, going about as banners, pinpointing the locales the 
enormous incredible sovereigns considered satisfying. The colossal old chinar are still there, it can make 
sure that there was before a garden there, or a halting spot, or maybe simply see that the Mughals enjoyed 
and needed to enhance. 

Jahangir and Nur Jahan investigated the Kashmir valley most altogether, and the sovereign guided 
guests to take after illustration and to stick solely to the town of Srinagar and its environment. Specifically, 
Jahangir encouraged them to go in the field upstream of the Jhelum River, towards the town of Anantnag, 
which he considered more excellent than that beneath Srinagar. Jahangir kept in touch with 'One ought to 
remain some days in these areas and go round them in order to have a good time completely'. 
Lovingbeautifulscenery, flowers,andgardensas Nur-Jahandid, under herswaytheValleyof Kashmir"the 
Terrestrial Paradise of theIndies". 

Shah Jahan did not share his dad's enthusiasm for Kashmir. He didn't have the forceful 
sentimentality for the mountains that drove Jahangir to Kashmir so frequently. Shah Jahan was substance to 
assemble his engineering gems, the Taj Mahal and the Red Forts of Delhi and Agra, against the setting of 
dusty fields. Shah Jahan went by just four circumstances after his increase, he didn't disregarded the valley 
and was in charge of one of the prettiest garden around the Dal Lake, the Chashma Shahi. This is a little 
garden contrasted with Nishat and Shalimar, with just three patios, however it is fabricated high on a lofty 
incline and has great perspective of the lake and slopes. 

The royal pleasant gardens of Kashmir valley laid out by Mughals at the zenith of their magnificence, 
and they are Chashmashi, Nishat, Shalimar, Bagh-i-Iiahi,Bagh-i-Naseem and Bagh-i-Sahar Ara and so on. 
These greenery enclosures are perfect for day picnics and touring. The magnificence of these greenery 
enclosures is getting it done amid spring, yet Mughal structure of these patio nurseries loans them a 
remarkable feeling of excellence notwithstanding when the blooms are not blooming. 

Yousf Khan Rizivi laid it out amid the term of his office as Subahdar (representative) close Batspora. 
A trench three yards in width was brought from the Sindh for the water system of this garden. A structure 
was implicit the inside with a tank in the front. Columns of wellsprings were introduced in it. It was improved 
by the manor of chinars. Later on Shah Jahan fabricated two more structure on the either side of channel 
and incorporated this garden among the magnificent greenhouses. 

Mughal Gardens

Badh-I-Iiahi 
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Bagh-I-Sahar Ara

Noor- Bagh

Bagh- I- Iradat Khan 

Bagh- I-Haidarabad

Bagh-I-Sadiqabad

Bagh- I-Zafar Khan

Bagh- I- Naseem

Shalimar Bagh

It was laid out by Nur Jahan Begham amidst the Dal Lake inverse Darshan Bagh close Sodra Khon. It 
was isolated into two porches. An inconvenience storyed structure was worked amid of Shah Jahan in 1635. 

It was established by Nur Jahan in the region of idgah. A branch of shah kul was brought through 
Zunimar for the water system of the garden. It was popular for its organic products blossoms and Chinars. 
The garden is currently ruins yet the mohalla, which sprang up around it,called Noorbagh. 

This garden was planted by Iradat khan in 1618-19 close Nawapora. It was separated into different 
patios. Falls, wellsprings and chutes made of cleaned stone were its fundamental characteristics. A great 
royal residence was in the garden which was wrecked by flame. 

Ali Mardan khan laid out an astonishing greenery enclosure close Nowshera. It had many patios. 
Tanks and wellsprings were implicit every patio. A waterway was hole from Lar to gave water to the garden. 
Another garden was established by him close Tel Bal and named Bagh-i-Aliabad. Natural product trees of 
different sorts were planted in the garden and the wage from the organic products was every year sent to 
Mashad Sharif. 

Sadiq khan, a respectable of Shah Jahan, laid out a wonderful garden on the bank of the Dal Lake 
inverse Shala Mar Bagh. It comprised of various patios. A channel from Lar was built for its water system. Cut 
stone wellsprings were the striking components of this garden. Fazil Khan manufactured mosque in it amid 
the rule of Aurangzeb and the heavenly relic of prophet (PBUH) was set in it. It is presently known as Harzat 
Bal. 

In 1635-36, Zafar khan established the framework of an expansive and wonderful garden on the 
bank of the Dal Lake. Zafar khan offered the garden as a peshkash (blessing) to Shah Jahan amid the last's 
visit to the garden. On the record of its endlessness, it was named Bagh-i-Tulani. 

With the entry of time, the previously mentioned greenery enclosures are presently in demolish, 
however the Mohallas, avenues and so on known by their names. Kashmir valley have world well known 
greenhouses, which are exist and assumes an essential part in the advancement of state economy. These 
greenhouses are: 

It stands in a fine open position well raised above the Dal Lake. A cool fragrant blow throughout the 
day and night. It was laid out by Akbar, and improved and enlarged by Azam Khan, Saif Khan, and Afzal Khan. 
A massive wall enclosed it and a canal was dug out from Lar defile to irrigate the garden. It retained its frame 
because of its beautiful chinar trees. Akbar planted these and later Ali Mardan Khan added more plants.

Shala Mar is a town in the Phak Parganah at a separation of 9 miles from Srinagar. Amid Raja 
Parvarsen's run (78-139 A.D), a popular holy person lived close Shala Mar. Raja Parvarsen laid out this 
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garden in the respect of the holy person. Over the span of time, it was decreased to demolish. Nothing was 
left there on its site, expect a characteristic waterfall. On Jahangir's visit here, he was an excess of entranced 
by the characteristic excellence of the region and he laid out a garden called Bagh-i-Farah Bakash. It was 
spread over a territory of 7500 square yards. The channel going through the garden was cleared with stones 
under the supervision of ruler Khurram. 

The garden had three patios with tank in the focal point of every division studded with wellsprings. A 
wonderful Baradhari was inherent the focal bit. Falls and chutes were cleared with shaded coated lies so as 
increase the impact of the impression of the sky and the mists. Chabutaras were brought up in every division 
at the purpose of water chute. A high divider was raised around the garden and little cell was based on the 
four corners. The head Shah Jahan went to the garden in 1636. The poplars and Chinars planted 
approximately fourteen years before were in full blossom. He guided Zafar khan to add another garden 
neighboring Farah Bakhsh. A tank, forty square yards, was implicit the inside. A Baradari, ten feet by eight, 
was additionally developed in it. This some portion of garden was called Bagh-i-Faiz Bakhsh. It was held for 
the array of mistresses as it were. 

It is suited at a separation of seven miles from Srinagar on the most distant end of the Dal Lake. It was 
the gayest of the considerable number of greenery enclosures and even outperformed the Shalimar plant 
both in format and outline and engineering. Asaf khan put it up amid the rule of Jahangir. In 1635, Asaf khan 
facilitated a devour in the respect of Shah Jahan. He was profoundly awed by the design of the garden. A 18 
feet high angled divider isolated the group of concubines garden from whatever is left of garden. A channel 
around 13feet wide over the garden frothing down from one patio to other fit as a fiddle of falls. 

The garden included nine patios every porch was in itself an entire garden. In the focal point of every 
porch there was a tank embellished with wellsprings made by stone. Hexagonal marble chabutaras were 
raised in every porch connecting the trench at the leader of each waterfall. These chabutaras are fine case of 
design. These marble positions of royalty are an extraordinary component of Nishat garden. There were two 
baradaris in the garden, one at the passageway and the other in the third porch. The baradari was a two 
story working in Kashmir-Mughal design remaining on a stone establishment. It is fifty-nine feet wide. 

Chashma Shahi, a celebrated spring of crisp water stream on the slant of Zabwan Mountain in the 
phak Parganah around five mile from Srinagar. This spot was already called Kutline. It pulled in huge hordes 
of individuals amid the summers. Amid a visit,the normal setting of the place awed Prince Dara Shukoh. He 
laid out a garden and constructed a couple houses and mosque on its site. A marble storage initially worked 
at Lahore was conveyed to Kashmir and set over the wellspring of this spring. Along these lines, Jaha Ara 
Begum laid out a delightful garden around the spring and called it Chashma Shahi after the name of her 
preceptor, Mulla Shah Badakhshi. C.M.Villiers Sturat has deciphered the Chashma Shahi as Royal Spring. It 
has likely driven Bamzai, Dr Parmu and Ferguson to the gigantic conclusion that the spring patio nursery was 
laid out by Shah Jahan, which is refuted by the contemporary confirmations. Mullah Shah Badakhshi used to 
call it Chasma Sahibiya. 

The spring greenery enclosure of Verinag was most unordinary of all the Mughal gardens, as it was 
arranged at this foot of thickly lush slope around three miles underneath Jawahar burrow. Perfectly clear 
water bearing the impression of the pine loaded mountain out of sight captivated ruler Salim (Jahangir). He 
went to the spot in the organization of his dad and guided his authorities to fabricate a house for himself. By 
1922, the house was finished and a wonderful garden was additionally laid out front of the spring. The bowl 

Nishat Bagh

Chashma Shahi

Verinag
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molded spring was set out with paradise stone in octagonal position. Every side of the octagonal was 17 
yards in length and the width of the spring was 40 yards. A radiant was set up over the spring in block and 
cement. 

In 1636 A.D, Shah Jahan went by the garden, yet he didn't care for the design and the structures of 
the garden. Malik Haidar was delegated as Daroga Bayutat and coordinated to rebuild the entire 
arrangement. The current fundamental channel partitioned the garden however littler channels were then 
worked for flooding the side greenery enclosures. A royal residence with a Turkish shower was implicit the 
middle. The garden was named Shahabad. 

It is arranged at a separation of 6 miles from Anantnag. A little however a lovely garden was laid out 
there by Jahangir in 1622. It was enhanced and redesigned by Shah Jahan in 1636. A structure was implicit 
the focal point of the garden. Later in 1641, a mid year house was inherent it. The garden was called 
Shaibabad. In 1662, Aurangzeb appointed garden to Zebunnisa Begum. 

Mansbal Lake is at a separation of 15 mile from Srinagar and the garden was laid out on the correct 
side of this lake close town, Safapur. It was planted by Mirza Haidar Duglat however enhanced and 
remodeled by Nur Jahan Begum. In 1642, the garden was doled out to Jahan Ara Beghum. The garden was 
spread over the slop of Diyar Lari Mountain. It was isolated into three porches, tanks and wellsprings were 
introduced in every patio. 

Tourism at present is the biggest business on the planet. Tourism is the brief, fleeting development 
of individuals to goal outside the spots where they regularly live and work and their exercises amid the stay 
at every goal. Tourism outlines enormous and persistent stream of individuals to increasingly all around the 
world. The Mughal gardens assume an essential part in pulling in the vacationers from both local and also 
outside. 

The Mughal patio nurseries were worked by the sovereigns, governors, and different authorities, 
everybody needed to outperform his forerunner, with the outcome ceaseless improvement was continually 
affected and these excursion spots time and again went to by and saved for the different classifications of 
the decision class turned into the vacationer resorts. The energetic exertion made by the state government 
in building up the remote picturesque spots into wellbeing resorts created sound and useful impact on the 
monetary existence of the general population. The cutting edge visitor industry, indeed, owes a 
considerable measure to the Mughals, The immediate effect was no less helpful. The cash acknowledged 
from the general population was redirected to this field. Gigantic sum was spent over on these greenhouses 
and landmarks. 

Among the vacationer spots of the Kashmir valley, the Mughal gardens has been altogether 
effective in its tourism endeavors in making a key stage for both residential and remote activity. The Mughal 
gardens have limitless undiscovered potential in vacationer and there is a ton of degree for its future 
advancement and advancement. The remote and residential vacationers visit the celebrated Mughal 
gardens, add to the advancement of Kashmir economy, give work to the general population, and manage 
the cost of chances to them. The state government has found a way to enhance the tourism business by 
enhancing the offices for the voyagers and guests in the later past.

Achawal Bagh

Bagh-I-Wafa

CONCLUSION
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